
Angelus Burnished CMU  



Burnished units reveal the aggregates beneath the 

surface of precision cmu.  A multi-step grinding process 

removes approximately 1/16-inch to achieve a finely 

honed finish, exposing the material matrix to provide 

beautiful character and variety.

Aggregate exposure is very random, as the amount and 

type of aggregate that rests so close to the surface will 

vary greatly from unit to unit.  The result is a unique 

blend of units providing the warmth and human scale 

of masonry and stone.

Most precision units up to 16-inches in width or length 

may be burnished, including open end and bond beam 

configurations, as well as double open ends.  This allows 

for freedom in design, structurally and aesthetically.

Angelus Burnished CMU

The burnished texture is available on special order. 

Please consult with your Angelus Block representative 

for specific information.



Angelus Burnished CMU Colors

All color images are intended to be representative only. Colors as shown 

are subject to media variation in reproduction. Variation in color, shades of 

color, texture, and aggregate exposure is inherent in all concrete products 

and exact matches cannot be guaranteed. A color may not be available from 

all locations. Availability of colors or textures as “stock” or “special order” is 

subject to change without notice.

Angelus Block recommends final color selections based on physical samples.

We have many other tools available to facilitate designing with color and 

texture, including digital hi-res swatches, and images for modeling.

Please contact your Angelus representative for assistance, samples, and 

design tools.

Auburn

Driftwood

Ladera Brown

Merlot

Placer Creek

Sage

Wine

Canyonbluff

Dusty Brown

Ladera Red

Moss

Plum

Shoreline

Carnival

Glacier White Goldenrod

Marigold

Oak

Pueblo Brown

Sienna Brown

Champagne

Greystone

Mauve

Onyx

Redbrick

Silver

Sandstone Spice Harvest Natural Gray

Stock Colors (Burnished texture is special order)

Special Order Colors



11374 Tuxford St.
Sun Valley, CA 91352
(818) 767-8576

1705 N. Main St.
Orange, CA 92668
(714) 637-8594

14515 Whitt ram St.
Fontana, CA 92335
(909) 350-0244

252 E. Redondo Bch.Bl.
Gardena, CA 90248
(310) 323-8841

4575 E. Vineyard Ave.
Oxnard, CA  93036
(805) 485-1137

88-100 Fargo Canyon Rd.
Indio, CA 92202
(760) 347-3245

526 Mett ler Frontage Rd E
Bakersfi eld, CA  93307
(661) 858-2848
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